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ABSTRACT: After warfare II radio detection has been more and more used as an integral a part of complicated 

applications like air-traffic management, reconnaissance mission and police investigation, navigation and weather, and 

missile targeting and defence. Analysis of measuring systems for such applications needs representing the radar 

operation and performance within the context of the system and also the external setting. The measuring 

system performance should be evaluated, and also the impact of measuring system operation on system 

performance should be quantified. fashionable measuring system systems area unit procured with tight specifications 

on an outsized range of various parameters. This paper describes analysis of SNR versus detection vary for 

various values of RCS conjointly evaluating the performance of various modes of recent measuring  systems and 

discusses the accuracy of that they're capable. it's within the interests each of the client and of the provider that the 

procedures used appraise measuring system performance area unit mathematically rigorous, precise and 

as efficient as attainable. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

         Radar is An instrument that radiates non particulate radiation within the area, that detects and locates of 

objects. Today, it's wide used for speed estimation, imaging, and plenty of different functions. The principle 

of measuring device operates likes to undulation reflection. If any wave sound incident on the thing (target) (like 

rocky ravine and cave), it'll be mirrored and detected, this undulation reflective is termed echo. If sound speed is 

thought, we will estimate the gap and direction of the objects. measuring device systems area unit composed of a 

transmitter that radiates magnetic attraction waves of a selected wave shape and a receiver that detects the echo came 

back from the target. solely a little portion of the transmitted energy is re-radiated back to the measuring device. These 

echoes can processed by the measuring device receiver to extract target info like (range, speed, direction, position and 

others). 

 

       The vary to the target is evaluated from the travelling time of the wave. The direction of the target is set by the 

arrival angle of the echoed wave. The relative speed of the target is set from the propagation of the came 

back signal. measuring device may be classified in terms of ground based mostly, air borne and ship based mostly 

measuring device systems can also be classified into varied classes supported the particular measuring 

device characteristics, like the band, antenna sort, and waveforms used, conjointly classified by the categories of 

waveforms or in operation frequency. 

 

      The goal of this paper includes a discussion of many varieties of the measuring device equations, and one in 

all the equations of theory is that the radar vary equation, together with those most frequently employed 

in predicting measuring device performance. during this paper, we tend to use MATLAB simulation program to 

representing the measuring device vary equation, and outline it versus with the signal to noise magnitude 

relation (SNR) for many selections of parameters (like measuring device cross section – RCS , and peak transmit power 

– platinum ), and their effecting on the detection vary and SNR performance. combined refers to low pulse repetition 

frequency (PRF), and high PRF. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

In the signal-processing environment, computer simulation is used extensively in developing complex systems, 

including radar performance systems [1]. Second  paper deals with the minimum detection range versus maximum 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) for several choices parameters like (peak power percent, radar cross section (RCS), antenna 

gain, coherently pulses, and duty cycle) by using MATALAB simulation program, these programs have been 

developed to make them easy for any user of evaluating the radar range and SNR equations and make them so faster 

and more convenient [2]. This paper has presented a modeling scenario which includes multiple-input multiple-output 

(MIMO radar in a cooperative high altitude aeronautical platforms (HAAPs) relay with conventional radar system . 

Radar detection range and probability of detection simulation based on cooperative diversity in presence of a 

fluctuation target model is performed for the cases of single ground radar, with one cooperative HAAP relay and with 

two cooperative HAAP relays[3]. The RPAS software package developed in MATLAB can be fully integrated into any 

course with little effort and can provide a viable method for solving problems in engineering and technology 

curriculum. To analyze the performance of these radars at a system level, it is practical to rely on basic radar principles 

to model their performance, using the top-level parameters to characterize the radar design. Computer simulation is the 

most practical method of supporting system analysis due to the complex system interactions between radars and 

parameters relating to the environment [4]. The transmitted signal for pulse radars are divided into pulse modulated 

with the fixed carrier frequency signal that is used to measure the range and radial velocity and pulse modulated with 

compression carrier such as linear frequency modulation (LFM) that is used to improve the range resolution of the 

radar[5]. 

III. RADAR RANGE EQUATION 

 

The distance of the target (object) is determined by traveling of magnetism waves at speed of light-weight,
83 10 / secC m  . The target‘s vary (R), is computed by measure the time delay Dt , it takes a pulse to 

travel two means path between the radio detection and ranging and therefore the target, as following : 

                                           

.

2

t C
R 



   
                                         (1)

 
The factor of (1/2) is needed for two way time delay. If the respective travel time Dt is known, the distance between a 

target and the radar can be calculated by using this equation. In general, most functions of radar are time dependent. 

The time synchronization between the transmitter and receiver of a radar is required for range measurment. Radar 

radiate each pulse during transmit time or pulse width t , and wait for returning echoes during listening or rest time, and 

then radiate the next pulse, as illustrated in figure (1). The time between the beginning of one pulse and the start of next 

pulse is called pulse repetition time (PRT), and is equal to inverse of pulse repetition frequency (PRF) as follows: 

                                                                
1

PRF
PRT

      (2) 

The radar transmitting duty cycle ( )td is defined as a ratio ( )td
T


 . The radar average transmitted power is: 

                                                            ave t tP P d                    (3) 

 

Where (Pt) indicate to the radar peak transmitted power. The pulse energy is: 

                                                             ave
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Fig1.- Transmitted and received pulse 

 

IV. THEORETICAL MINIMUM DETECTION RANGE AND MAXIMUM SNR EQUATION 

 

The radar range equation is not derived from first princple, but it has been developed from several steps. The total 

peak power (watts) developed by the Radar Transmitter ( )tP , is applied to the antenna system Consider the antenna 

had an isotropic or omnidirectional radiation pattern (one that radiates energy equally in directions), the power density 

( )DP at a distance ( )R  from the radiating antenna would be the total power divided by the surface area of a sphere of 

radius ( )R . 

( )DP =    
𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘  𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑  power (𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡 )

𝑆𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎  (𝑚2)
 

The power density at range ( )R  away from the radar: 

                                                         
24

t
D

P
P

R
       (5) 

              Where ( tP )  = The peak transmitted power 

                   24 R = The area of sphere of radius ( )R  
 
Radar systems use a directional antenna pattern in order to concentrate the power density in a certain direction, which is 

usually characterized by the gain ( )G and the antenna effective aperture ( )eA they are related by: 

                                                                 
2

4
e

G
A




       (6) 

 

The antenna gain ( )G is directly proportional to aperture, and the dimensions of an antenna depend on the gain ( )G

and wavelength ( ) .The higher the frequency, the smaller the antenna, or the higher is its gain by equal 

dimensions. The relationship between the effective of antenna aperture ( )eA and aperture ( )A is, 

                                                      eA A    where  0 1   

 

 is indicated to aperture efficiency , when 1  ,the gain in transmitting is equal to receipting. When using a 

directive antenna of gain ( )G ,  then the power density is given by: 
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24

t
D

PG
P

R
      (7) 

 
When the incident transmitted signal collide on the target, the signal will induce time varying currents on the target so 

that the target now becomes a source of radio waves, part of which will propagate return at the radar, the power 

reflected by the target toward the radar ( )rP  is defined as the product of the incident power density and the Radar 

cross section (RCS), which is symbolized ( )  of the target, and is given by: 

 

                                                            r DP P        (8) 

By substituting equation (7) in equation (8), we get: 

                                                           
24
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D
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      (9) 

When the signal reflected from the target toward the radar systems over a distance ( )R , the power density ( DrP ) 

return at the radar is: 

                                                          
24

r
Dr

P
P

R
      (10) 

By substituting equation (9) in equation (10) we get: 

 

                                                        
2 4(4 )

t
Dr

PG
P

R




      (11) 

The total power received ( )S by antenna receiving of effective area  of ( )eA  from a target at range ( )R  

                                                          Dr eS P A       (12) 

 
From equations (6, 11, 12) we get: 

                                                          
2 2

3 4(4 )

tPG
S

R

 


      (13) 

The received power ( )S   can be written in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and thermal noise power 

0( )kT BF ,where ( )k is Boltzmann‘s constant and is equal to 231.38 10 , 0( )T  is the noise temperature of the radar, 

( )B  is the noise bandwidth of the radar receiver and noise figure ( )F ,Substituting in to equation (13),  

we get: 

                                                        
minmin 0 0( )S kT BF SNR     (14) 

 
From equations (13) and (14) we get: 

                                               

min

1

2 2 4

max 3

0 0(4 ) ( )

tPG
R

kT BF SNR
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Or equivalently: 

                                                  
2 2

min 3 4

0(4 )

tPG
SNR

kT BFR

 



 
  
 

    (16) 

 

   SNR is signal to noise ratio units in decibel ( )dB ,when transform the units from system international of units 

( )SIU to dB we use the relationship: 

                                                          1010log ( )dB SIU  

And inversion, when transform from ( )dB to ( )SIU  we use: 

                                                               1010
dB

SIU   

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

There are the various input and output parameters are required to obtaining the plot which is show in Table 1. 

 
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS STATUS 

tP  Peak Power Watts INPUT 

G  Antenna Gain dB  INPUT 

  Target Cross Section 2m  INPUT 

0T  Effective noise temperature Kelvin INPUT 

B Bandwidth Hz INPUT 

Loss Radar Loss dB  INPUT 

Range Target Range (Can be either a single value or a 

vector) 

meters INPUT 

SNR SNR  dB  OUTPUT 

 

Table 1.  Various Input and Output Parameters 

 

Here various parameters like peak power, antenna gain, target cross section, effective cross section , band width, 

different types of radar loss are takes as a input & SNR (Single value or a vector, depending on the input range) are the 

output. Figure (2) and (3) represents the equations (15 and 16), which are programmed by MATLAB simulation, 

observation of these plots shows the detection range versus SNR or (SNR versus detection range) for several choices 

like peak transmit power, antenna gain, and RCS. Can be seen that the detection range increases exponentially with 

SNR decreases.  

        In Fig. 2 takes three different  transmitting power or peak power  3.6 MW, 2 MW and 0.8 MW. observation of 

those plots shows the detection vary will increase exponentially with SNR decreases. we observe that the curve lines 

are separated and spaced between them which is very clear and significant, which represents the detection range be 

approaching each other and there is a little different. 
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Fig2. SNR versus Detection range for three different values of Radar peak power 

 

Also we found that the peak power has a little effect on improving the detection range or SNR when compared with 

other radar parameters such as RCS and antenna gain, because the transmitted and received signal power is 

proportional to the fourth power of the range while in communication systems is proportional to square power of the 

range, that means the radar‘s received  energy drops with the fourth power of the distance. In this case, the radar needs 

high power often in MWatt to be effective at long range. 
 

 

 
 

Fig3. SNR versus Detection range for three different values of RCS 
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Fig4. Pulse width versus required SNR for three different detection range values 

 

Figure (4) represents analysis of Pulse width versus required SNR for three different detection range values. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 These programs have been developed to make them so easy and faster for all users to determine the detection range 

and signal to noise ratio – SNR for several choices parameters as a function of the radar range equations. They used to 

plot curves of detection range versus SNR for several choices parameters.
 minSNR  is the minimum detectable SNR of  

the system. It is an important relationship for radar designers. If greater detection range is desired, then significant 

improvements to antenna gain or transmitted power must be realized, and the other parameters are often fixed. 
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